
Distinctiveness of College 

Deccan region is one of the world famous hotspots and belongs to Pune 

district. The variety of medicinal plants is found in this rcgion. People belonging to 
adivasi area lind source of income by selling medicine. The adivasi people sell 
fruits plants and medicinal plants in the bazwar. Our college conducts orientation 

program regarding medicine plants to orient students. Most of the students of our 
college are from hilly arca where there are forts, temples, caves which arec 

surrounded by hills and valleys. Travel and tourism course is also run by college to 
create job opportunity to the adivasi students. Our college has a tie-up with 

Government of Maharashtra for leopard rehabilitation and rescue. 

The photographs are hung on the wall of the colleges or towers in the public 
place with the pictures of celebrities saying that "save nature save universe". The 

fact is that "the people are the enemy of people'. Due to realization of destruction 

of the forest, hills and valleys human beings sulfer from scarcity of water and 

imbalance of oxygen. Understanding this fact our college started to bring forward 

the new concept of' terrace garden. Thousands of plants are nurtured by the 

department of Botany on the terrace. 

The intention behind the terrace garden is to enhance the thought in the mind 

of the college youth to let them know how to develop the garden even on the 

errace to have to maintain healthy atmosphere knowing 'nature is creator,

protector and life giver. 

By using the pots of the plants we are able to decorale area of the buildings. 

The students also feel happy in the learning systems in the midst of nature. The 

cool weather is even maintainecd during the burning hcat of May/October. The 

terrace plantation scheme will surely enrich feelings of awareness regarding plants 
among the youth. 
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